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Directive 1: NAME
The name of this organization shall be The 7th Fleet.

Welcome to the 7th – “Exploration & Engagement”
After the Great Devastation, under Operation "Unified Assistance," the 7th Fleet began
providing humanitarian assistance and disaster relief to many planets & star systems in the
quadrant. About 40% of the galaxy’s population lives within the 7th Fleet Area of
Responsibility.
We have been given the sacred task and responsibility to rebuild the "Lucky 7th" to her former
glory.
Our Motto: No man left behind.
Our Mission: Our forces will help encourage dialogue, promote growth, and insure the free
flow of trade.
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Directive 2: IMPERATIVES
D2.1: Fun
Star Trek Online is an MMORPG with the intent being to have fun. As such, all
members should ensure that they are conducting themselves in a manner that does not
hinder the fun of other players.

D2.2: Age
D2.2.1: No person under the age of 16 will be admitted to the fleet without direct
approval of the Fleet Admiral.
D2.2.2: No person under the age of 18 shall be promoted beyond the rank of Captain
without direct approval of the Fleet Admiral.
D2.2.3: Lying about age can be grounds for dismissal from the Fleet.

D2.3: Behavior
D2.3.1: All members should, at all times, conduct themselves properly on any 7th Fleet
or STO affiliated communications channels, such as forums or Ventrilo.
D2.3.2: Sexual Harassment of any kind should be reported. The punishment for such
behavior will be severe.
D2.3.3: Excessive use of profane or offensive language will not be tolerated. A Warning
will be issued, and further use of said language could result in discharge from the fleet.
D2.3.4: Warnings can be issued by any superior officer and must be reported to the
Admiralty for investigation.

D2.4: Roleplaying
D2.4.1: This Fleet will be considered a “Role-Playing Fleet.” We will be considered ‘in
character’ when using any Fleet Communications.
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D2.5: Amendments
Other Directives and Imperatives may be added by the Admiralty as the game, and
Fleet, continues to evolve.
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Directive 3: FORMATION
20TH CENTURY BACKGROUND
The Seventh Fleet was formed on 15 March 1943 in Brisbane,
Australia, during World War II, under the command of Admiral
Arthur S. "Chips" Carpender. It served in the South West Pacific
Area (SWPA) under General Douglas MacArthur, and the
Seventh Fleet commander also served as commander of Allied
naval forces in the SWPA.

The Seventh Fleet—under Admiral Thomas C. Kinkaid—formed a large part of the Allied forces
at the Battle of Leyte Gulf, the largest naval battle in history. Seventh Fleet units participated in
all major operations of the Korean War and Vietnam War.
Since 2001, 7th Fleet has taken an active role in the Global
War on Terrorism by providing guidance, support and
security to countries throughout the Asia Pacific region.
Today it is the largest forward-deployed U.S. fleet and its
area of responsibility includes the Western Pacific and
Indian Oceans.

STARFLEET ERA
In the late 24th century, the 7th Fleet was a standing fleet, centered around Betazed and other
key Federation members' homeworlds and colony worlds.
Elements of the 7th fleet made up the forces massed at Wolf 359 to battle the Borg in 2367.
Along with the 3rd and 5th Fleets, the 7th was severely decimated by that confrontation.
The Seventh Fleet also participated in the Dominion War. In January 2374, Federation
President Rosarev -- in his role as Commander-in-Chief of Federation forces -- ordered the
Seventh, Ninth and Tenth Fleets to the Spinward Theater of Operations. The fleet was tasked
with halting the Jem'Hadar in the Tyra system. Only 14 out of 112 ships survived the assault.
Later that year, under the command of Admiral Arthur Bellamy the Seventh Fleet took heavy
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losses again, this time at Sybaron. It was only at
half strength at the time they were sent to Tibor
Nebula, in the Kalandra sector, where they were
going to attempt cut off the Dominion.
In early 2375, the fleet was assigned to launch a
counteroffensive against the Cardassians in the
Kalandra sector. Among the vessels assigned to
the fleet at the time was the USS Destiny. During
this campaign command of the fleet was given to
Admiral Valerie Umstead.
USS Endeavour was assigned to the Seventh Fleet
and tasked with helping to rebuild Cardassia. In
2377-78, the Seventh's fleet commander was Fleet Admiral Lamia Jedrek.
After the Dominion War, the fleet was rebuilt and staffed with rugged survivors of numerous
conflicts that had previously left the 7th in ruin. With a high standard of training, this is a
prestigious post-war posting.
Re-established on Stardate 2408.9 with the purpose of upholding the highest traditions of Star Trek, the
Federation and Starfleet. To better the gaming environment, to provide a common institution of
likeminded people in the interest of camaraderie, defense, exploration, first contact, trade, and science.
Under the command of a Fleet Admiral, Starfleet and the Federation Council do hereby establish the 7th
Fleet in their name.
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Directive 4: FLAG STAFF
Admiralty Structure
The 7th Fleet has undergone many revisions in its command structure since its establishment.
However, there are traditionally three key positions that have remained largely unchanged:
Fleet Admiral, Deputy Commander, and Chief of Staff. Klingon Operations also holds a
position in the Flag Staff due to the magnitude of its scope.

D4.1: Fleet Admiral
The Fleet Admiral serves as the Commander of all Fleet forces.
D4.1.1: Chairs all general meetings of the Fleet.
D4.1.2: Responsible for faithfully executing the rules and regulations of the Fleet.
D4.1.3: Oversees all Fleet Operations, and commands all members and activities.
D4.1.4: No one other officer outranks the Fleet Admiral, all other officers are
subordinate.
D4.1.5: Directly oversees all Offices, Divisions, Task Forces, or any other subset of the
Fleet.
D4.1.6: The Fleet Admiral will investigate all instances of warning issued throughout
the Fleet and recommend proper discipline.
D4.1.7: The Fleet Admiral has the final word on all applications and is the final
signature required for promotions and awards.
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D4.2: Deputy Commander
Responsible for overseeing all fleet personnel records and administrative issues.
D4.2.1: Chairs all Fleet Staff meetings and ensures that all meetings remain on task.
D4.2.2: The Deputy Commander will coordinate with the Fleet Admiral and the
remaining Command Staff.
D4.2.3: The Deputy Commander will ensure that all Command Staff are appropriately
engaged and assigned to areas of responsibility that best support the needs of the Fleet.
D4.2.4: The Deputy Commander will be second approving signature required for
promotions and awards.
D4.2.5: The Deputy Commander will carry out other tasks as assigned by the Fleet
Admiral.
D4.2.6: Acting as Fleet Admiral in his absence or upon the lawful judgment that he is
unfit.
D4.2.7: Directly oversees all Offices, Divisions, Task Forces, or any other subset of the
Fleet.
D4.2.8: The Deputy Commander compiles reports from the Command Staff for
submission to and review by the Fleet Admiral.
D4.2.9: The Deputy Commander ensures the Fleet Admiral’s orders are carried out.
D4.2.10: The Deputy Commander reports directly to the Fleet Admiral, all other officers
are subordinate.

D4.3: Chief of Staff
Responsible for maintaining synchronicity between public (in-game and forums) and
private fleet rosters, as well as overseeing promotions, awards, recruitment, or any other
staff or personnel related issues.
D4.3.1: Records minutes at Fleet Staff meetings and ensures that all meetings remain on
task.
D4.3.2: The Chief of Staff will coordinate with the Fleet Admiral, Deputy Commander,
the remaining Command Staff, and the Fleet at large.
D4.3.3: The Chief of Staff will be the first approving signature required for promotions
and awards.
D4.3.4: The Chief of Staff will carry out other tasks as assigned by the Fleet Admiral or
Deputy Commander.
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D4.3.5: Directly oversees all Offices, Divisions, Task Forces, or any other subset of the
Fleet.
D4.3.6: The Chief of Staff ensures the Fleet Admiral’s orders are carried out.
D4.3.7: Establishes contact with all new Ensigns; sends PM's and tracks in game invites.
Promotes Ventrilo usage and forum participation to new recruits and familiarizes them
with Fleet practices.
D4.3.8: Responsible for maintaining the Fleet application and auto-responses, editing
them as needed.
D4.3.9: The Chief of Staff reports directly to the Fleet Admiral and Deputy Commander,
all other officers are subordinate.

D4.4: Klingon Operations
The Klingon Operations Officer is responsible for
maintaining the entirety of the 7th ITS operations.
The 7th ITS, or ‘Imperial Tactical Squadron,’ is our
Klingon-Affiliated Division.
D4.4.1: Responsible for the management of the 7th ITS
budget.
D4.4.2: Responsible for the storage, acquisition, and disposal of all 7th ITS armaments,
provisions, and equipment.
D4.4.3: Maintains the 7th ITS roster.
D4.4.4: Designs and implements the 7th ITS uniform and insignia.
D4.4.5: Coordinates with the Fleet Operations Officer to plan and lead Klingon events
and social activities.
D4.4.6: Ensure the security of the 7th ITS resources, Starbase, shipyards and
infrastructure, and is allowed usage of 7th ITS resources to ensure that safety.
D4.4.7: The Klingon Operations Officer may designate aides to assist in oversight of the
7th ITS.
D4.4.8: The Klingon Operations Officer will hold the rank of Commodore within the
Fleet.
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Directive 5: COMMAND STAFF
Command Structure
Most of our revisions to the Fleet’s various structures impacted the Command Staff heavily.
The Command Staff must adapt to the needs of the Fleet. Its structure is subject to constant
change and refinement at the discretion of the Flag Staff. As of the date of this document, the
Command Staff is considered to be a loosely affiliated officer corps, with each officer in charge
of a specific and distinct ‘job’ the Fleet currently requires to be served.

D5.1: General
Command Staff are often referred to as Duty Officers. They serve at the pleasure of the
Fleet Admiral.
D5.1.1: All Duty Officers are frocked to the rank of Fleet Captain upon acceptance of
their assignment, and are granted Moderator status on the forums.
D5.1.2: Upon termination of assignment, the officer will revert to their permanent rank
and their Moderator status will be revoked.
D5.1.3: These officers will present a report on duties performed or in need of action, on
a monthly basis, to Flag Staff.
D5.1.4: All Duty Officers are to use their Moderator privileges for making front page
announcements relating to their area of responsibility.
D5.1.5: These officers will also monitor the forums for illegal or vulgar posts, and lock
or delete threads if warranted.
D5.1.6: All Duty Officers are considered of equivalent rank.
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D5.1.7: All Duty Officers report to the Flag Staff.
D5.1.8: All Duty Officers are responsible for dissemination of orders to the Fleet.
D5.1.9: All Duty Officers will review and comment on Fleet applicants.
D5.1.10: All Duty Officers are responsible for indoctrinating and training newly enlisted
Ensigns.
D5.1.12: All Duty Officers should stay up to date in regards to Cryptic or STO news and
events. This information should be relayed to the general Fleet as deemed necessary by
the individual Duty Officer.

D5.2: Fleet Operations
The Fleet Operations Officer is responsible for the management of Fleet events and
social activities.
D5.2.1: Commanding all offensive and defensive operations in the Fleet, in tandem with
the Flag and Command Staff.
D5.2.2: Advises all Flag and Command Staff on current fleet risks, planned attacks, and
defensive maneuvers.
D5.2.3: Ensure the security of the Fleet’s resources, Starbase, shipyards and
infrastructure, and is allowed usage of Fleet resources to ensure that safety.
D5.2.4: Coordinates with Flag Staff and the Fleet at large to resolve event scheduling.
D5.2.5: Coordinates with the Communications Officer to ensure the timely delivery of
orders to the Fleet regarding scheduled events.
D5.2.6: Coordinates with the Command Staff to allow for the consideration of various
events into scheduling.
D5.2.7: Maintains the website calendar and in game calendars.
D5.2.8: Maintains an accurate accounting of all Fleet vessels.
D5.2.9: Responsible for overseeing the construction and assignment of Fleet Starbase
projects and responsible for ensuring their timely completion. Coordinates with the
Chief of Logistics to achieve these goals.
D5.2.10: Provides monthly reports on Starbase status to Command.
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D5.4: Chief of Logistics
The Chief of Logistics is responsible for the management of the Fleet’s budget. They also
serve as the Fleet Supply Officer and Master of Shipyards.
D5.4.1: Responsible for creation of a budget, when necessary.
D5.4.2: Monitors and tracks all Fleet resources such as Energy Credits, Latinum,
Dilithium, or other commodities, items, ships, and supplies.
D5.4.3: Responsible for the storage, acquisition, and disposal of all 7th Fleet armaments,
provisions, and equipment.
D5.4.4: Coordinates with the Flag and Command Staff for the purchase, acquisition, and
distribution of any needed resources.
D5.4.5: Responsible for overseeing the construction of Fleet infrastructure and
responsible for maintaining a budget to achieve these goals.
D5.4.6: Responsible for cataloguing and maintaining the Fleet’s serviceable stock of
starships.
D5.4.7: Responsible for allotting starships to personnel.
D5.4.8: Coordinates with Operations and Engineering to plan gathering activities.

D5.6: Communications
The Communications Officer is tasked with ensuring all Fleet communication channels
are in good working order. He is also responsible for monitoring all channels, and
ensuring that orders are relayed to the Fleet without error or delay. He also serves as
the Fleet Artist.
D5.6.1: The Communications Officer is responsible for maintaining the Fleet website.
D5.6.2: The Communications Officer establishes and is considered lead Moderator for
all forums.
D5.6.3: The Communication Officer will prune the forums and archive posts as needed.
D5.6.4: Produces graphical work for the Fleet, including ship patches, organizational
charts, website art, videos, and award designs.
D5.6.5: Will coordinate with all Command Staff on the production of propaganda
materials, such as event advertisement or recruiting tools.
D5.6.6: Monitors the File Library and Image Gallery. Prunes as needed.
D5.6.7: Maintains the Ship’s Store.
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D5.6.8: Coordinates with Fleet Operations for the scheduling of Fleet Roleplay events,
forum or game based.
D5.6.9: Responsible for keeping member namebars updated at individual’s request.

D5.7: Chief Engineer
The Chief Engineer is responsible for technical support within the Fleet. This is a very
specialized position.
D5.7.1: The Chief Engineer will establish and monitor a special frequency (Engineering
Forums) specifically for members with PC issues.
D5.7.2: The Chief Engineer will attempt to resolve member’s technical issues with any
troubleshooting techniques at his disposal.
D5.7.3: Also serves as Chief Historian, Technology Archivist, Stellar Cartographer and
Fleet Librarian.
D5.7.4: Moderates and organizes the Engineering, Fleet
War College and Fleet Technical Library sections of the
forums.
D5.7.5: Catalogues all new technologies discovered
through the effort of any ship in the Fleet.
D5.7.6: Researches, creates, and catalogues Star Charts.
D5.7.7: Catalogues Fleet ship configurations.
D5.7.8: Coordinates with the Fleet Operations officer to
maintain an accurate Fleet Ships Registry, including
Historical notes.
D5.7.9: Coordinates with the Chief of Logistics and Fleet Operations Officer to schedule
and lead events based on gathering Fleet resources.
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D5.9: Fleet Ambassador
The Fleet Ambassador is responsible for the coordination and construction of the Fleet
Embassy.
D5.8.1: Responsible for overseeing the construction and assignment of Fleet Embassy
projects and responsible for ensuring their timely completion. Coordinates with the
Chief of Logistics to achieve these goals.
D5.8.2: Monitors, tracks and ensures adequate supply of all Embassy related provisions.
D5.8.3: Coordinates with the Flag and Command Staff for the purchase, acquisition, and
distribution of any needed resources as related to Embassy construction.
D5.8.4: Coordinates with Operations and Engineering to plan gathering activities as
related to Embassy construction.
D5.8.5: Provides monthly reports on Embassy status to Command.

D5.8: Fleet Training Officer
The Fleet Training Officer is responsible for the integration of recruits into the 7th Fleet.
D5.9.1: Contacts all new recruits, introducing them to the Fleet and answering any
questions.
D5.9.2: Coordinates with the Chief of Staff in managing applicants and extending ingame invitations to approved recruits.
D5.9.3: Stresses the importance of voicecomms to recruits and smooths their transition
into Fleet culture.
D5.9.4: Remains knowledgeable about combat mechanics, missions and strategies used
in Star Trek Online and advises all members on commonly used equipment
configurations, loadouts, and captain specs.
D5.9.5: Remains knowledgeable about all other non-combat game systems, such as the
duty officer system, and advises the membership on their use.
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Directive 14: RANK STRUCTURE
D14.1: Flag Staff
D14.1.1: There shall be 5 ranks of Admiralty.
D14.1.2: The highest ranking officer in the Fleet shall be the Fleet Admiral.
D14.1.3: The next ranking officer shall be the Deputy Commander, and hold the rank of
Admiral.
D14.1.4: The next ranking officer shall be the Chief of Staff, and hold the rank of Vice
Admiral.
D14.1.5: These shall be followed in rank by
order: Rear Admirals, and Commodores.
See also 4.1.1, 4.2.10, and 4.3.7

D14.2: Duty Officers
D14.1.1: There shall be 1 rank of Duty
Officer, that of Fleet Captain.
See also 5.1.1, 5.1.2, and 5.1.6

D14.3: Officers
D14.3.1: There shall be 5 ranks of
Commissioned Officers.
D14.3.2: Ensign shall be established as the initial rank.
D14.3.3: Members will be eligible for promotion to Lieutenant after 30 days of service.
D14.3.4: Members will be eligible for promotion to Lieutenant Commander after 90
days of service.
D14.3.4: Members will be eligible for promotion to Commander after 180 days of
service.
D14.3.5: Members will be eligible for promotion to Captain after 360 days of service.

D14.4: Divisions
D14.4.1: The 7th Fleet will utilize the TNG era department colors; Red for Tactical, Gold
for Engineering, and Blue for Science.
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Directive 16: PROMOTIONS
D16.1: Officers
D16.1.1: All members are permitted to promote up to the rank of Captain based on
Time in Service. Members may be promoted ahead of their Time in Service promotion if
so awarded based on the recommendations of Command Staff.
D16.1.2: Promotions ahead of TIS must be made by a nominating officer(s) as to the
merits by which the officer deserves a promotion and by what actions said officer has
earned the promotion. A list of command experience along with a list of Fleet
Operations the officer has partaken in is required.
D16.1.3: TIS promotions require only the signature of the Chief of Staff.

D16.2: Duty Officers
D16.2.1: Promotions to the rank of Fleet Captain as a Duty Officer must go through the
following chain for approval: Chief of Staff -> Deputy Commander -> Fleet Admiral.
D16.2.2: A report must be made by a nominating officer(s) as to the merits by which the
officer deserves a promotion and by what actions said officer has earned the promotion.
A list of command experience along with a list of Fleet Operations the officer has
partaken in is required.

D16.3: Admiralty
D16.3.1: A promotion to the rank of Commodore or above is issued only by the Fleet
Admiral based on merit or request by other Flag Staff.
D16.3.2: A report must be made by a nominating officer(s) as to the merits by which the
officer deserves a promotion and by what actions said officer has earned the promotion.
A list of command experience along with a list of Fleet Operations the officer has
partaken in is required.

D16.4: Denials
D16.3.1: Promotion requests may be signed or denied by anyone in the chain of
authorization. The Fleet Admiral has the final word on any promotions.
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Directive 17: SUCCESSION
D17.1: Succession Procedure
If the Fleet Admiral is incapacitated, missing, or otherwise neutralized, the senior most
officer in the Fleet will take command. If there is more than one officer of the same,
senior most rank, then the following Chain of Succession will apply:
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Directive 18: LEAVE of ABSENCES
D18.1: Leave of Absences and Activity
If an officer intends to go inactive for more than 14 days, they must notify a member of
the Command Staff, preferably the Chief of Staff.
D18.1.1: An officer on an approved leave of absence is still expected to try and make
contact with the Fleet once every 90 days, preferably with the Chief of Staff.
D18.1.2: An officer who goes inactive for more than 30 days without notifying the
Command Staff may be removed from the roster. Any assignments held by the officer
in question will be placed as open and may be filled by Command.
D18.1.3: An officer on an approved leave of absence that does not contact the Fleet once
every 90 days to extend their LOA may be removed from the roster. Any assignments
held by the officer will be placed as open and may be filled by Command.
D18.1.3.1: Exceptions may be made for members who have been assigned to
overseas jobs as part of an active duty military posting.
D18.1.4: Any officer taking a leave of absence longer than 90 days may have any
assignments revoked and filled by Command.
D18.1.5: Leave of absences will be reviewed on a case by case basis and tracked by the
Chief of Staff.
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Directive 19: MEMBERSHIP
D19.1: Participation
We want our members to participate in the Fleet. Members that do not participate with
the Fleet in any fashion whatsoever are not considered desirable. We are not asking
much - we want to see you grouping with other members occasionally, and we will
provide ample opportunity to do so.
D19.1.1: To remain a member in good standing, officers need to remain informed on
Fleet activities. As such, members are required to login to the Fleet website at least once
a month. Members who fail to complete this minor task will be flagged for tracking and
possible dismissal.
D19.1.2: To remain a member in good standing, officers need to participate in 1 Major
Fleet Action a month. There are 2 Major Fleet actions every month, sponsored by the flag
staff, held during Friday and Saturday nights. These are always posted one week ahead
in the Flash Traffic section of the Front page of the website.

D19.2: Service
All members serve at the pleasure of the Fleet Admiral.
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Directive 20: STARBASE 643
D20.1: Dedication
Today I have ask you, my fellow fleet members, to gather for a ceremony without
precedent, to honor a fallen fellow fleet member, officer, and friend, struck down by an
illness that is very hard to beat.
There are no words for the magnitude of our loss. Even those of us who are newcomers
to the fleet are moved to share in this time of collective bereavement. This fleet member
was a microcosm of our whole community. Sent out in pride and confidence as a
Starfleet officer, he was a vibrant, energetic, caring member of this fleet, deeply involved
with friends, and professional
responsibilities. His life was inter knit in
complex ways; third in command of the
fleet, chief financial officer, and captain of
his own ship and crew.
Now, as we think of all that this fleet
member accomplished, and all that he was
not allowed to accomplish, our voices fail.
“Words strain, / Crack and sometimes
break, under the burden, / Under the tension” — as T. S. Eliot wrote in Four Quartets. At
this limit of language, we take comfort in silence. We draw strength from each other’s
presence, and we summon courage for another year’s commitment to life.
As a fleet, even on his birthday May 17, we must continue to frame hard questions, to
give voice to the voiceless, and to piece together whatever shreds of understanding may
inform our ongoing response to that painful day February 26th 2012. That is what we
have done all year, and that is what we are doing today.
In the spirit of this gathering, and on behalf of the United Federation of Planets, Starfleet
Command, and The "Lucky" 7Th Fleet, I dedicate this Starbase Plaque, in remembrance
of Admiral Solrac Yatug on this day, Stardate 2049.18.5.
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Directive 21: UNIFORMS
D21.1: Fleet Uniform
The 7th Fleet wishes to present itself as a unified force in public areas, before, during and
after Fleet events. As such, the Fleet Admiral has authorized use of a standard Fleet
uniform.
D21.1.1: Upon acceptance of an in game Fleet invitation, members are granted, by the
system, a new uniform slot specifically for a Fleet uniform. All members are required to
utilize this slot to display the standard 7th Fleet uniform.
D21.1.2: The standard 7th Fleet uniform design will be approved by the Fleet Admiral.
D21.1.3: The standard 7th Fleet uniform will have variations: Flag Staff, Command Staff,
Tactical, Engineering, and Science.
D21.1.3.1: Flag Staff will be denoted with a white collar.
D21.1.3.1: Command Staff will be denoted with a grey collar.
D21.1.3.1: Tactical Officers will be denoted with a red collar.
D21.1.3.1: Engineering Officers will be denoted with a gold collar.
D21.1.3.1: Science Officers will be denoted with a blue collar.
D21.1.4: The standard 7th Fleet Uniform and its approved variants will be uploaded by
the Flag Staff into Starfleet databanks and will be available to all members at any ingame Tailor.

D21.2: Dress Uniforms
The 7th Fleet Dress uniform will be potentially be used during some Fleet Roleplay
events.
D21.2.1: Use of the 7th Fleet Dress uniforms is optional and allowed.
D21.2.2: Standard 7th Fleet Dress uniform design is available in Addendum 1 of this
manual.
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Addendum 1: UNIFORM DISPLAYS
Duty Uniforms
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Dress Uniforms
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Addendum 2: AWARDS
Table of Contents
Namebars
The Fortin Standard
Fleet Commendations
Service Awards
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NAMEBARS
Namebars are the method by which Fleet members will generally display their awards. It is
visually similar to a U.S. military ‘Ribbon Rack.’
Namebars were initially designed for those members with moderator status who would post
news announcements to the front page of the website. By preceding their announcement with
their namebar, they were a quick way to determine which member was making the news
announcement without necessarily having to go into the forum post itself. Since then, awards
have been tacked on so that these members could show their achievements. As such, they are
often used as forum signatures, or may precede any individual member’s post anywhere in the
forums.
By being familiar with the way namebars are constructed and what each individual item means,
you can easily tell at a glance the members fleet rank, division, name and vessel, how long they
have been in the fleet, their general participation level, and any number of other factors.
If you do not have a namebar and would like one; or if you need any changes made to your
namebar, please make a request in the following thread:
http://www.fleet7.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=5434957&gid=84053&gid=84053
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THE FORTIN STANDARD
The namebars have a standard format called the ‘Fortin Standard.’ Mr. Fortin is the Fleet
Admiral, and by virtue of his assistance in developing a namebar format to be used by
everyone, the standard holds his name.

‘Collar’ Row
The first namebar row is always the actual member’s namebar. It denotes, by color, the
individuals division. 7th Fleet use TNG division colors, so red is tactical, blue is science and
yellow is engineering. White denotes command. The owner’s rank is shown at the left,
followed by their character name, and then their ship name. Many namebars will also show the
owner’s individual ship patch on the far right. If they do not have one, the Fleet logo is
generally used.

It is easy to determine that Mr. Talbot holds the rank of Captain and is an engineer whose primary vessel
is named the USS Challenger.

Ribbon Rack
The following row is where ribbons are added, and shows the most important from left to right.
It is divided into the following sections:


Commendations: These are awards that are considered high value; such as the
Federation Cross or Silver Star.



Service Awards: Forum awards, special mission awards, and campaign ribbons follow
any commendations the member may have earned.

The first row of Fleet Admiral Fortin’s ribbon rack shows he has earned the Meritorious Service Medal,
the Good Conduct Medal with Founder 25 and 4 year clusters, the Federation Defense Service Medal,
Battle E 2nd Award and STF Ribbon (Infected).
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If there are not enough ribbons to fill a row, the shortest row will always be displayed on the
bottom row.
The ribbon rack section of the namebar is limited to 3 rows. Therefore, it is possible that a
member might earn more awards than could be displayed on his namebar. In that case:


The member must display all of his Fleet Commendations



The member may then choose what other awards he wishes to display. A member is
allowed to make changes to their namebars once a month.
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FLEET COMMENDATIONS
The Fleet Commendation Awards are as follows, in order of precedence:

Augerson Medal of Honor
The Augerson Medal of Honor is awarded by the CIC, in the name of the Federation, to a
person who, while a member of the Fleet, distinguishes himself or herself conspicuously by
gallantry and intrepidity.

Federation Cross
The second highest medal that can be awarded by the United Federation of Planets. Awarded to
any person who, while serving with the Federation (in time of war), distinguishes himself in
action by extraordinary heroism.

Starfleet Silver Star
Awarded for gallantry in action against an enemy of the United Federation of Planets not
justifying a higher award.

7th Fleet Legion of Merit
Awarded for prior service in a Flag level position.
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Starfleet Flying Cross
Awarded to any Star Fleet Officer who, while serving in any capacity with Star Fleet of the UFP,
distinguishes himself or herself by heroism or extraordinary achievement while participating in
space combat.

Starfleet Bronze Star
Awarded for bravery, acts of merit, or meritorious service.

Meritorious Service Medal
The Meritorious Service Medal is presented to members of the 7th Fleet who distinguish
themselves by outstanding meritorious achievement or service to the Fleet, in or out of combat.

7th Fleet Silver Palm
Awarded to members whose singular action or sacrifice benefits the greater fleet as a whole.
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Good Conduct Medal
The Good Conduct Medal is awarded to any active-duty member of the 7th Fleet who
completes one or more consecutive years of "honorable and faithful service".

Good Conduct Medal. Awarded at 1 year.

GCM with Founder 25 device. (Original 25 members)

GCM with Founder 50 device. (Original 50 members)

GCM with 2 year device.

GCM with 3 year device.

GCM with 4 year device.

GCM with 5 year device.

GCM with 6 year device.

GCM with 7 year device.

The Founder devices can be stacked with the annual devices. For example:

GCM, Founder 25, 3 years
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SERVICE AWARDS
In order of precedence:

Battle Efficiency Award
Awarded to members of the winning team of the Fleet’s quarterly Wargames. Members may be
awarded each version of this ribbon up to 4 four times, each award increasing the device
displayed on the ribbon. There are two versions, one for space wargames in blue, one for
ground wargames in camo.

Bat’leth Tournament Awards
Earned by 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place in the Fleet Bat’Leth Tournament.

Pit Fighter: Hand to Hand Combat Champion
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Most Inspirational Forum Post
Awarded to an officer who writes an intelligent, inspiring and well thought out forum post.

Well Said
Awarded to a Member who has a unique ability to summarize 45 minutes of chatter with style
and flair.

Diligence
Awarded to a member who displays a unique ability to find answers and solutions to the
Admirals concerns at a moment’s notice.

Recruiter
Awarded for bringing one or more new recruits into the fleet. You must be directly referenced
on their application.

Fleet Artist
Awarded to members who provide quality graphics to the general membership. This typically
must include generation of at least one store quality ship patch.
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Disc Jockey
Awarded to members who have purchased a Fleet 7 Radio License and broadcast during Fleet
activities.

European Service Ribbon
Awarded to members who are currently providing services to the 7th Fleet while residing in
Europe.

Federation Defense Service Medal
Awarded to members for honorable service during a time of Federation wide emergency. In
essence, this is awarded to members upon acceptance of an in game invitation.
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Commander
Complete the Command Specialization Tree.

Intelligence Officer
Complete the Intelligence Specialization Tree.

Pilot
Complete the Pilot Specialization Tree.

Commando
Complete the Commando Specialization Tree.
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STF Medal of Bravery (Closed)
These ribbons are awarded for completion of the 3 initial Borg Special Task Force Missions
(Infected, The Cure, & Khitomer Accord). For completion of the first STF, Infected, the ribbon is
displayed with a single white stripe; once The Cure is completed, two stripes are displayed; and
finally, once Khitomer Accord is completed by the player, all three stripes are displayed.
The stripes on this ribbon may also be displayed with a red border, signifying completion of
these STF’s by the member’s Klingon faction character.
The ribbon device, a federation symbol with attached wings, was earned by the first five Fleet
members who completed Khitomer Accord, thereby ‘trailblazing’ this mission and making it
easier for other members to complete by using the trailblazer’s recon intel.

These are the standard Medal of

Bravery ribbons awarded to
members who have only completed
the STF’s using Federation
characters.

This ribbon would signify that a
member has completed Khitomer

Accord on both his Federation and
Klingon Characters.
This ribbon denotes that a member
has completed Khitomer Accord on
his Federation character, but only
Infected on his Klingon character.
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STF Medal 8472
This medal is awarded to those members who have completed the Terradome Special Task
Force Mission. This ribbon also includes a ‘Trailblazer’ device awarded to the first squad to
have completed the STF.

Black Legion Knight Campaign Medal (Closed)
These medals were awarded to Fleet members who participated in a special series of Fleet to
Fleet PvP engagements with the Klingon Fleet ‘Black Legion Knights.’ Clusters on these
ribbons were added for combat performance.
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‘Battle of the Line’ Medals (Closed)
This medal group was awarded to participants of the Fleet’s ‘Battle of the Line’ Roleplay PvP
Tournament ran by Captain Hunter. Information regarding this tournament may be found at:
http://www.fleet7.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=5894049&gid=84053&gid=84053
The story threads are located in the RP Fleet Storyboards forums.

Combat Performance, 1 s t place

Combat Performance, 2 nd & 3 r d place

Outstanding Roleplay Post

Participant
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‘Resistance is Futile’ Medals (Closed)
These medals were awarded to participants of the Fleet’s ‘Resistance is Futile’ Roleplay PvE
event. This event was run in tandem with Cryptic’s multi-phase Borg invasions and was
initially designed by Captains Keogh and Ardell. Information on this event may be found here:
http://www.fleet7.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=7318642&gid=84053&gid=84053
One device is added to the ribbon for each phase that a member participates in; there is also a
device for Outstanding Roleplay Post.

Participation Ribbons

Outstanding Roleplay Post

Captain’s Log Award
Awarded for making four or more Captain’s log entries any time after February 2013.
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Canon Event Campaign ribbons
These medals are awarded to participants of 7th Fleet canon battle recreations. There are five
different ribbons that can be worn, depending on the theme of the battle being recreated.

Fleet Canon Campaign – Dominion

Fleet Canon Campaign – Klingon

Fleet Canon Campaign – Romulan

Fleet Canon Campaign – Tholian

Fleet Canon Campaign – TOS
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Delta Riser Ribbons
The Delta Riser award was given to the first three fleet members to reach level sixty after the
launch of the Delta Rising expansion.

Delta Riser, 1st Place

Delta Riser, 2nd Place

Delta Riser, 3rd Place

Delta Riser, Honorable
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Federation Contribution Awards
The following awards are earned for contributing resources to Fleet construction projects. The
initial award is achieved at 100,000 Fleet Credits earned; each award thereafter is issued for
every additional 100,000 Fleet Credits.

2 Million

3 Million
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Klingon Contribution Awards
The following awards are earned for contributing resources to 7th ITS construction projects. The
initial award is achieved at 50,000 Fleet Credits earned; each award thereafter is issued for every
additional 50,000 Fleet Credits.

1 Million

2 Million

3 Million
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Reputation Awards
Members who achieve the maximum reputation rank of 5 are eligible to wear the following
awards based on the faction they have achieved this reputation level with.

Omega Force

Romulan Empire

Dyson Join Command

Counter Command

Nukara

Delta Command
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Achievement Awards
The following awards are for reaching high level milestones within certain in-game subsystems.

Accolade Hunter
Awarded to any officer who has achieved 12,000 Accolade points on a single character.

Duty Officer Completion
Awarded to any officer who has completed Tier 4 on all Duty Officer tracks.

R&D Completion Award
Awarded for achieving level 15 on all R&D schools.
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Fleet Expeditionary Medal
The Fleet Expeditionary Medal combines all Space Event ribbons into a single award that
utilizes devices to denote the number of unique events a member has attended. Attending a
unique event will only count towards the award of a device one time (attending two separate
SB24 events, for example, would award 1 device, not two).
The campaign awards tied to this ribbon are:


Crystalline Entity



Starbase 24



Save the Whales



SB 643 Defense



Gorn Minefield



Klingon Scout Force



The Vault



Undine Battlezone

The top left ribbon above is awarded for one event. The bottom right ribbon would be awarded
for attendance of 12 events.
It should be noted that if a member chooses to display an Expeditionary medal, they should not
display any of the Campaign awards tied to it.
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MACO Expeditionary Medal
The MACO Expeditionary Medal combines all Ground Event ribbons into a single award that
utilizes devices to denote the number of unique events a member has attended. Attending a
unique event will only count towards the award of a device one time (attending two separate
Mine Trap events, for example, would award 1 device, not two).
The campaign awards tied to this ribbon are:


Breaking the Planet



The Big Dig



Siege of DS9



Mine Trap



Nukara Prime



Defera Invasion Zone



Dyson Battlezone



Kobali Battlezone

The top left ribbon above is awarded for one event. The bottom right ribbon would be awarded
for attendance of 12 events.
It should be noted that if a member chooses to display an Expeditionary medal, they should not
display any of the Campaign awards tied to it.
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Campaign Awards
The following awards are earned by participating in a sanctioned Fleet Action. A sanctioned
Fleet action is one that is scheduled by command and appears on the calendar. They are
generally considered equivalent. Some of these awards are tied to the Expeditionary medals
above.

Fleet Action One (Closed)
Earned for joining Fleet 7 Beta Operations during the End of Open Beta Borg Invasions.

Crystalline Entity Campaign (Closed)
Earned for joining the Fleet 7 Operation against the Crystalline Entity. A ‘victory’ device is
displayed if the action was successful.

Breaking the Planet Campaign
Earned for participating in a Major Fleet Action on ‘Breaking the Planet.’

The Big Dig Campaign
Earned for joining the Fleet in Operations on ‘The Big Dig.’
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SB24 Campaign
Earned by joining Fleet 7 Operations on ‘Starbase 24.’

Klingon Operations
Earned by participating in Major 7th ITS operations.

Fleet In-game Roleplay Service
Earned for attending in game Fleet RP events, such as Captain Scott’s Roleplay Wedding
Ceremony or Anniversaries or Liberty Calls.

Anomaly Acquisition Service
Earned by participating in the Fleet’s Bass Pro Shop Anomaly Round up.

Siege of Deep Space 9 Campaign (Closed)
Earned by joining Fleet 7 Operations to lift the siege of Deep Space Nine.
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Save the Whales Campaign (Closed)
Earned by joining Fleet 7 Operations on ‘Save the Whales.’

SB643 Defense Service
Earned by joining Fleet 7 Operations to defend the Fleet Starbase.

Anniversary Service
Earned by joining in Fleet 7 operations during the Fleet’s Anniversary.

Gorn Minefield Campaign
Earned by joining Fleet 7 Operations on ‘Gorn Minefield.’

Klingon Scout Force Campaign
Earned by joining Fleet 7 Operations on ‘Klingon Scout Force.’

Mine Trap Campaign
Earned by joining Fleet 7 Operations on ‘Mine Trap.’
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Nukara Prime Campaign
Earned by joining Fleet 7 Operations on Nukara Prime.

Defera Invasion Campaign
Earned by joining Fleet 7 Operations in the Defera Invasion Zone.

No Win Scenario
Earned by defeating all 10 levels of 'No win scenario' with a Fleet team.

The Vault Campaign
Earned by joining Fleet 7 Operations on 'The Vault.'

Dyson Battlezone Campaign
Earned by joining Fleet 7 Operations in the Dyson Battlezone.

Undine Battlezone Campaign
Earned by joining Fleet 7 Operations in the Undine Space Battlezone.
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Kobali Prime Battlezone Campaign
Earned by joining Fleet 7 Operations in the Kobali Prime Battlezone.
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Addendum 3: SHIPS REGISTRY
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U.S.S. Ticonderoga / NCC-1775: FADM Emery Fortin - Avenger class

U.S.S. Midway / NCC-41221: ADM Don Van Wormer - Vesta class
U.S.S. Lassen / NCC-91082: VADM Jason - Vesta class
U.S.S. Revere / NCC-93342: COMO Kor - Destiny class

U.S.S. Astoria / NCC-990348-O: FCAPT JT Kerry - Dyson class
U.S.S. Concord / NCC-93261: FCAPT Baldwin Michael Praji - Akira class
U.S.S. Shiloh / NCC-92407-B: FCAPT Morgan Shackelford - Avenger class
U.S.S. Spectre / NCC-975757-G: FCAPT Novin - Monarch class
U.S.S. Tokugawa / NX-93485: FCAPT Edward Hau - Excelsior class
U.S.S. Tarawa / NX-92143: FCAPT Davis - Pathfinder class
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U.S.S. Alliance / NCC-93405-C: CAPT Collin McNeil - Odyssey class
U.S.S. Amram / NCC-92294-C: LT Vausrie Leiathan - Regent class
U.S.S. Aorangi / NCC-93399: LCDR John - Dakota class
U.S.S. Arbiter / NCC-97281: CAPT Mac D. Ardell - Defiant class
U.S.S. Audacity / NCC-92832: CAPT Mark Speed - Phantom class
U.S.S. Brilliance / NCC-93094: CAPT Brent Zondi - Vesta class
U.S.S. Byzantium / NCC-93234: LCDR Dietrich Cornelius Von Strauss - Odyssey class
U.S.S. Carolina / NCC-91997: CAPT B. Huckabee - Sovereign class
U.S.S. Champlain / NCC-92991: CAPT Dmextreme - Vesta class
U.S.S. Challenger / NCC-2032: CAPT Talbot - Gryphon class
U.S.S. Daystar Clarion / NCC-93412-X: CDR Valencynos - Avenger class
U.S.S. Dishevel / NCC-971174-A: CAPT Elthiar - Sovereign class
U.S.S. Excalibur / NX-98597: CAPT John Culbert - Defiant class
U.S.S. Gladius / NCC-91711: CAPT Thomas Ulysses Jericho - Odyssey class
U.S.S. Goldadler / NCC-392781-E: CAPT Zecharius Krell - Comet class
U.S.S. Guam / NCC-91671: CAPT TeK'E - Excelsior class
U.S.S. Gungnir / NCC-900326-A: CDR Knight - Avenger class
U.S.S. Hayabusa / NCC-880417-D: CAPT Xaran - Sovereign class
U.S.S. Hekate / NCC-97221-C: CDR Rian Antin - Avenger class
U.S.S. Iapetus / NCC 102571: CAPT Gerron Vek - Rhode Island class
U.S.S. Johnnie Hammons / NCC-1307: CAPT Stryder - Excelsior class
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U.S.S. Jutlandia / NCC-93884: LCDR Roiya Sintor - Vesta class
U.S.S. Kenning / NX-536646: CAPT Sapel - Vesta class
U.S.S. Lawrence / NCC-91411: ENS D. Huckabee - Constitution class
U.S.S. Leviathan / NCC-93151: CAPT Wallace Stone - Odyssey class
U.S.S. Leyte Gulf / NCC-63936: CAPT Cleo Mavendorf - Sovereign class
U.S.S. Mackinaw / NCC-119872-B: CAPT Greenhaven - Avenger class
U.S.S. Marines / NCC-910787: CAPT Augerson - Vesta class
U.S.S. Massachusetts / NCC-5959: CAPT Thunor Stryker - Prometheus class
U.S.S. Oklahoma City / NCC-91005-J: CAPT Smaug - Chimera class
U.S.S. Pearl Harbor/ NX-93055: CAPT Four Vashaar - Excelsior class
U.S.S. Pennsylvania / NCC-91776-E: LT Ben - Imperial class
U.S.S. Perseus / NCC-932075-A: CAPT Richter - Eclipse class
U.S.S. Queen of Battle / NCC-95728-F: CAPT Ryomou Busujima - Avenger class
U.S.S. Reaper / NX-93167: CAPT Justin "Evildead" Hammond - Avenger class
U.S.S. Relentless / NCC-978665: CAPT Stravek - Maelstrom class
U.S.S. Renaissance / NCC-990969-D: CAPT Alistar D. Starforge - Gladius class
U.S.S. Republic / NCC 93201-A: LCDR You-kick-my-dog - Galaxy-X class
U.S.S. Snakeeye MkII / NCC-92746: LT Darrick "Lurr" Essley - Maelstorm class
U.S.S. Shagohod / NCC-92391-D: CAPT Mavric - Defiant class
U.S.S. Shariel / NCC-93357: LCDR Tivotaal - Maelstrom class
U.S.S. Sojourn / NCC-97370: CAPT T'vaan - Emissary class
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I.G.V. Ushaan-tor / NCC-91987: CAPT Bor'annus p'Rett - Andorian Charal class
U.S.S. Valkyrie / NCC-91107: CAPT Anton Mercer - Odyssey class
U.S.S. Vindicator / NX-102667: CAPT J.C. Addams - Avenger class

R.R.W. Cassiopeia: CAPT Marcielia Thessalis - Ha'nom class
R.R.W. Fortune X: LT Sharrp - Dyson class

U.S.S. Dauntless / NCC-71879-A: CAPT Savar - Sentinel class
U.S.S. Declaration / NCC-8666: CAPT L. Wolf Fenrir - Odyssey class
U.S.S. Hyperion / NCC-92900-X: CAPT Revan Majere - Mobius Temporal class
U.S.S. Indomitable / NX-92014: CAPT Rob - Jem'Hadar HEC
U.S.S. Salvation / NX-922401: CAPT Ryo Himura - Regent class
U.S.S. Saratoga / NCC-94550: CAPT Scott - Sovereign class
U.S.S. Trial / NCC-1948: CAPT Lang - Miranda class
U.S.S. Valhalla / NX-96669: CAPT Ganoslal - Defiant class
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